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Teaching, Learning, and 

Assessing Go Hand-in-Hand
 A good assessment helps parents and teachers 

understand:
 Is the student ready for 

the next unit or grade?

 Where does the student excel

or need help?

 Is the student prepared to succeed in college or the 
workforce?

 Is instruction on track to help students

learn what they should know?
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A Good Assessment is Like a 

Good Check-up
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Our Schools Offer a Menu of 

Informative Assessments
 SAT*                      English Lang. Learners                                         

 ACT*                      KRA

 AP*                        Alt-MSA          

 Accuplacer*           PSAT 

 MSA Science

 HSA

These “snapshots” of student performance help 

determine if students are ready to advance or do 

college-level work

*Optional
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Adding PARCC to the Mix

 Maryland’s third full year of higher 

academic standards is now under way.

 More emphasis on

 Critical Thinking

 Problem Solving            

 Clear Writing 

 Students in all grades are aiming higher.
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High Standards Call for Better 

Ways to Assess Progress
 PARCC helps parents and teachers understand:

 Is the student meeting grade-

level expectations in English 

Language Arts and Math?

 How is the student performing

relative to his or her peers?

 What are the student’s main

strengths and weaknesses?

 What can we do at home, and in class, to help each 

student stay on track for success?
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A Better Way to Measure 

Learning, By Grade
TESTING THEN

 Multiple Choice

 Memorization

 Information Without Context

TESTING NOW
 Read, Write, Reflect

 Analyze, Show Results

 Information in Real-World 

Context
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How are We Doing So Far?
 Year 1 of PARCC in MD Went Smoothly

 PARCC English Language Arts and Math tests

taken by 575,000 students

 Roughly 80% took tests online

 Lessons Learned for Year 2

 Shorter test overall

 Shorter testing window

 Tests given closer to completion of courses

 Results back sooner
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When Do Parents See Scores?
 Students’ PARCC score reports arrive home 

between November 2015 and January 2016
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What Will the Scores Show?
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What Will the Scores Show?
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What Do the Performance 

Levels Mean?

 Level 5: Exceeded expectations

 Level 4: Met expectations

 Level 3: Approached expectations

 Level 2: Partially met expectations

 Level 1: Did not yet meet expectations
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How Will the Results Help My 

Child?
 PARENTS 

 Meet with your child’s teacher to review results and discuss the 

best approach—and best resources—to help your child catch up 

or move ahead.

 TEACHERS

 Use the results to guide instruction at each grade level—and 

support students’ specific needs, plan instruction, and provide 

enrichment.

 STUDENTS

 Don’t stress about the test: If you study and learn as you go, 

PARCC will reflect what you already know.

 Extra help is available—where it’s most needed.
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Do PARCC Results Count?
 2014-2015: Year 1 of PARCC Was a Transition Year

 Setting a new baseline for a new test

 Students must take PARCC

 Passing score not tied to graduation 

 2015-2016: Year 2 of PARCC—Transition Continues

 2016-2017: Year 3 of PARCC

 The PARCC English Language Arts and Math tests are 

graduation requirements

 Schools offer pathways for students who fail to meet the PARCC 

requirements or other state assessments by 12th grade
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A New Starting Point
 A low PARCC score or performance level does not mean 

a child is failing to learn.

 It’s an opportunity for growth—and to work toward grade-level 

expectations. 

 Testing is just one way to evaluate a child’s progress.

 Behavior, attendance, attitude, study habits, and teacher 

observations are important too.

 Student scores and other information is highly protected 

and not shared publicly.
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For More Information

• Maryland State Department of Education:

http://marylandpublicschools.org/MSDE/programs/parcc/

• PARCC Inc.’s Understandthescore.org

• Check your local school’s website for additional 

resources.

http://marylandpublicschools.org/MSDE/programs/parcc/index.html
http://marylandpublicschools.org/MSDE/programs/parcc/
http://understandthescore.org/

